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SECTION _ I

All the lirst ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1 . Find lhe focus and directrix of the parabola (y +3)2 = 2(x + 2).

2. Whalconic dothe equation 13x2 - 18xy + 3zy2 + 2x + 14y - 2 = O represent ?

^ 3. A particle moves with a velocity ol v(t) = ts - 2t2 + 1 along an s-axis. Find the
position function s(t) oi the particle if s(0) = 1.

4. Let t(x) -- 2x ovet [0, 4]. Find a number x. in [0, 4] such that t(x*) = lu," where

,ave ls the average value ot the function i over [0, 4].

s. Evatuate ii- l- oro*.
rj; (xy + 1)'

-dv6. Solve ;' =erx-)'Y r xze-zy.

7. Find a general solution ol the differential equation 4y' + 4y' - 3y = 0 .

P.T.O.
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Using operator method, find the particular integral of y' ?y' + 4y - ex sin x.

Detine rank ol a matrix.

10. Find the eigen values of the matrix [; ;i"'
10 0

SECTION - II

Answer any I questions .from among the questions 1.! to 22. These questions carry
2 marks each.

11. Obtain the equation of an ellipse whose {ocus is (3. '1), directrix is x y + 6 = 0

1
and eccentricity is ,.

12. Find the centre o{the hype,loola 2x2 -72xy + 23y2 4x - 28y - 48 = 0 and its
equation when the origin is transferred to the centre.

Find the area of the region enclosed by the curves y2 = 4x and y = 2x - 4 by
integrating with respect to x.

Find the volume of the solid that is obtained when the region under the curve

y - f over the interval [1 , 4] is revolved about the x-axis.
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15. Evaluate iixydA overthe region R enclosed between y =
A

x=4.
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13.

14.

x
2' y=Jix=2and

16. Use double integralin polar coordinates 10 lind the area ol the region enclosed by
thecardioidr=1-cose.

17. Solve the initial value problem y' + 4y- 20 . y(0) - 2.

18. Solve
dy

dx

sinx cos2 x

v'-Ytanx=
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19. Solve y' 2y'+4y=e, sinx.
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20.

12421
under what condilions the rank of the ,"tri* , 

2 1 2 
I i. I ?

lrorl
Let A be any n x n matrix. Prove that A and its transpose AT have the same
eiqen values.

Tesi whether lhe following equations are consistent
x -4y -72=8
3x+8y-22-6
7x-By +262=31

SECTION _ III

Answer any 6 questions from among the questions 231o 31. These questions carry
4 marks each.

23. ldentify and skelch the curve 4x2 - 4ry t y2 - 8x - 6y + 5 = 0.

24. Obtain the equation of a rectangular hyperbola referred to its asymptotes as
axes of coordinates.

25. Find the arc length ol the curve , irrrt from x = 2 to x - 3

26. Change into polar coordinates and evaluate J je-("'v')dydx .

00

Solve fr= sin(x + Y)+ cos(x + y).

Find the orthogonal lraiectories o, the circle x2 + y2 = c2.

27.

24.

29. Solve !' 2y'+ y = y s;6y.
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30. Solve the system oI equations.

x+2y+z=2
3x+y-22=1
4x-3y-z=3
2x + 4y + 2z = 4 by using elementary row operations.
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31. Findall the eigen values ot rhe matrix 3 5 31.

t. 6 4l

SECTION _ IV

Answer any 2 questions from among the questions 32 to 35
15 marks each

32. a) Find the equation ofthe asymptotes ofthe hyperbola 6x2 - 7xy - 3y2 + x +4y = O.

b) Determine the equation of the curv e 4x2 - 11xy + 6y2 = 0 when the axes are

rotated through the acute angle whose langent is I .

33. a)

b)

34. al

b)

These questions carry

Find the area of the sudace that is generated by revolving the portion of the

curvey= 1ix between x = 1 and x = 4 about the x-axig.

Find the area of the plane region enclosed by the curve y2 = - x and the line
3y-x=4.

A tank contains 100 litres of fresh water. Two litres of brine, each containing
1 gm of dissolved salt, run into the tank per minute and the mixture kept
uniform by stirring runs out at the rate ot 1 litre per minute. Find the amount ol
salt present when the tank contains 150 litres of brine.

Solve x2y' xy'Iy=logx.

1 3 3l
-3 s 3l35. Diagonalize the matrix


